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‘From our observations
consumers still want
the experience and
level of service found
when shopping in a
bricks-and-mortar
store’
Alan Hawkins, now-former
CEO of the British
Independent Retailers
Association (BIRA)

Overview

Francis Pearce
summarises
the current
retail scene
and its
evolution
in the face
of online
shopping

This image Curiosity’s
concept for Dolce &
Gabbana’s Tokyo store
epitomises the designer
shop as shrine
Top right Eataly, founded
in Italy in 2007 and now 		
with more than 40 outlets
worldwide, disrupts the stale,
static supermarket formula
with a flavour of the
traditional market

BACK IN THE MISTS of time there was an article in FX
which looked at the future of retail formats. This was way
before online competition became an issue, and when the
high street was more or less intact but already suffering
certain vicissitudes, largely stemming from out-of-town
shopping of one sort or another. From memory, the tenor
of the piece was how retail concepts could develop and
shopping become more exciting. Amen to that. The only
prognostication that I can now recall is the suggestion that
future supermarkets would be far from the regimented
affairs they had become and would develop along the model
of the traditional market, with individual stalls rather than
serried ranks of gondolas. I think it was even suggested
that you could have a Bangkok-style floating market; actual
gondalas in fact. Maybe I imagined that one.
At the time, it all sounded rather appealing but a bit
fanciful. Rather like the Jetsons’ vision of things to come,
there have been palpable developments in that direction but
much has failed to materialise universally. However, with
the catalyst of online shopping, as we all know bricks and
mortar retail, fighting for its life, is developing more rapidly
along experiential lines to keep the customer satisfied.
A literal example, the Eataly chain, a ‘multifunctional
marketplace’ founded in 2007 by Oscar Farinetti in Torino,
has expanded to more than 40 locations around the world.
Its concept is simple: ‘to celebrate Italian biodiversity, and
create an informal, natural and simple place to eat, shop,
and learn.’ Part of the interior concept includes market
stalls. ‘We will see more spaces converted to emulate this’,
says US-based Ipsos business development represenative
Kelly Marie Fairchild in a 2017 market assessment.
But on the whole such developments have inevitably
taken place in the upper echelons of the market or, especially
where food retailing is concerned, the extra-virgin-olive oil,
middle-class sector. Food-literate customers seduced by
the smells and sensuality of Tuscan or Provençal markets
aspire to replicate the experience when back home.
Meanwhile outlets by leading brands and design labels
have been evolving towards the quasi-religious approach,

IN NUMBERS
Retail remains the
single largest private
sector employer in the
UK, with one in 10
people working in this
area, and annual sales
totalling £358bn
A third of Britain’s retail
jobs could vanish by
2025, according to the
British Retail Consortium
Online sales still only
account for 17 per cent
of total retail sales in
the UK, according to
the Office for National
Statistics
International analyst
Euromonitor predicts
that even by 2022, 83
per cent of goods will
still be bought in-store
globally
Amazon is now the UK’s
fifth largest retailer and
accounts for £4 in every
£100 spent in the UK,
according to market
research firm GlobalData
Brent Cross Shopping
Centre is set to double
in size in a £1.4bn
redevelopment, making
it one of the largest
out-of-town shopping
centres in the UK for
20 years; Axiom, to be
built near Leeds and
opening in 2021, will
cover 55,700 sq m
Source: The Telegraph report, The
Future of Retail, 2018
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catholic opulence – there is a deal of gold around – or
puritanical minimalism. Not so much a shop as a shrine,
where the merchandise sits literally and metaphorically on
a pedestal.
The fast-turnover, faddish, fashion middle market has
inevitably been more experimental, especially where the
demographic is young, urban, professionals, though is still
often conservative, veering from edgy nightclub vibe
(Superdry) to airy creamy neutrals (Zara, Mango, Jigsaw).
At the bottom end of the market there is a different
approach again. In fact as the emphasis has shifted more
and more to cost in both food and clothing and we have
seen the antithesis of any attempt to create ambience, with
what could be described as anti-design – witness the Lidls,
Aldis, Poundlands and Primarks. Stark lighting and the
absence of personality promulgates the low-price message.
If bricks-and-mortar retail is to survive and even
flourish, the formula will involve a whole bunch of factors,
including political and economic measures. It will also
involve technology as we meld the online with the actual –

‘Apple does really
well in combining
bricks and clicks. 		
It’s demonstrated 		
a powerful
showrooming
concept, where 		
the store is primarily
a front face for
consumers to see,
feel and experience
the product’
Carl Reader, founder of
fintech start-up TaxGo

disquietingly (to the pre-millennial), tracking individual
customers through the store with tailored offers and alerts,
for example, or enhancing the fitting room experience with
virtual or augmented reality. American stores such as home
improvement chain Lowe’s are developing and trialling VR
rooms, and voice-controlled robot assistants to transform the
customer experience, according to a 2018 Telegraph report.
But ultimately design has to be the cornerstone. No
matter how smart the technology WH Smith might introduce,
few would still want to brave its dismal, soul-sapping interiors
unless strictly necessary. Distress purchase indeed.
To counter (pun intended) the sterility of the online
transaction, the retail experience needs to appeal to all
our senses, and above all to be visually stimulating, easily
negotiated and rewarding. And different.
‘Retail does have a bright future, but the successful
retailers of the future will be very different to today,’ says
Nick Harrison, senior partner and global retail practice
co-lead at analyst Oliver Wyman. ‘The retailers that thrive
in the future will offer customers something unique.’

Brand new concept

NIKE has been trialling a new
concept, Nike Live, on LA’s Melrose
Avenue in West Hollywood. Inside,
says the sportswear giant, a number
of details are intended to ‘disrupt’
traditional shopping habits, and
make it easier for both digital and
walk-in customers. ‘We’ve been very
focused on building experiences and
services that our consumers have
told us they want and appreciate,’
says Cathy Sparks, vice president of
Nike’s global stores. ‘It’s retail like
we’ve never done before.’
Among the features are lockers
which are used to store items
reserved online, so customers can
come and try them on before buying.
A vending machine distributes free
items to app users at the swipe of
their phone. In the first few weeks,
there were queues to get a
complimentary pair of socks.
The outlet, which has the feel
of a pop-up, is divided into different
areas, each with their own design
identity. At the centre of the shop is
the Sneaker Bar, with a curved bar
and stools set in an element that
appears to be constructed from
stacks of white-painted shoeboxes.
The store’s footwear is housed inside,
with an assistant on-hand to advise
on purchases.
The store also includes the
Dynamic Fit Zone – a lounging area,
gym equipment for trialling products,
and rooms for Nike experts to offer
styling tips. Members can book a
30-minute-long Express Session
for a one-on-one service.
What is also notable is the
degree to which the outlet has been
targeted at the local demographic.
A curated section at the front of the
store is stocked with products suited
to a Los Angeles lifestyle, rather than
global trends. At the rear of the

Left and below Nike Live,
a new concept store for Nike
on LA’s Melrose Avenue,
features a free vending
machine for app users and
an in-store Sneaker Bar

store, the Local Favorites area
displays merchandise most popular
with locals, as well as additional
colours to attract regulars. The
company has taken data from its
apps Nike Run Club and Training
Club (apparently provided with the
consent of those signing up) to
analyse the shopping preferences
and habits of its members.
The aim is to bring ‘the best of
Nike products and offerings selected
for this community’, says Heidi O’Neill,
president of Nike Direct. ‘As well as
being the first Nike Live destination,
we will also test services that can

then roll out to other Nike stores,
combining digital features with a
unique physical environment to
create the future of Nike retail.’
Nike is planning to roll out similar
retail experiences across the globe.
Tokyo will be the location of a second
Nike Live, opening in spring 2019.
Two new flagship stores planned
in New York and Shanghai will also
incorporate many of the features
trialled in LA, among other new ideas.
‘Traditional retail is going to
struggle,’ says Sparks. ‘At Nike what
we talk a lot about is that retail is not
dead, but boring retail is dead.’
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Right and below Brinkworth,
with The Mighty Mighty and
Four One Four created The
Bowl, the first in-store
skate bowl for Selfridges’
menswear department

Activate
your service
A contemporary
retail store ‘is
no longer just
a space with
product rails and
shelves’, says
Karen Byford
(below), MD
of Brinkworth

Paradigm
shift
Four leading
design
consultants
take a look
at what’s in
store for
retail

RETAIL has had three phases, according to Katelijn
Quartier, who heads the Retail Design Laboratory at
Hasselt University in Belgium. ‘In Retail 1.0, the
manufacturer was in charge and no designer was needed.
Retail 2.0 was a phase where the retailer was in charge but
hired an architect or interior architect to design the store
following the brand’s or retailer’s ideas,’ she wrote in Retail
Design, Theoretical Perspectives (Routledge). We have
entered ‘Retail 3.0, a time when the customer is more and
more in charge… This asks for much more from a designer
than to translate a retailer’s identity into a store design and
goes beyond mere functionality and efficiency – even more
so now that a commodification of products, brands and
retail is occurring’.
The Gensler Research Institute says that this now
means that ‘retail is no longer about products; it’s about
the relationship between a brand and its audience,’
insisting that ‘to thrive, bricks-and-mortar stores should
be programmed with the same level of targeting and
personalisation offered online’. In many cases this will
mean using artificial intelligence and predictive analytics

to convert customer data into personalised experiences.
At the same time, though, ‘retailers should create more
human interactions between automated processes and
customers – artfully combining human and digital
engagement.’
‘Retailers are realising that the biggest impact that
digital can have on their business is instore,’ says the
accountancy giant Deloitte. ‘Some of the most innovative
and compelling stores make digital a core part of the
physical experience.’ Meanwhile, ‘online retailers are
turning to stores to help them grow their businesses and
help service their customers. But these are very different
stores, ones that look to replicate the online experience
in the oﬄine world.’
With this in mind, FX asked four leading retail design
consultants to comment on how the role of the retail
designer is likely to change in the next decade: whether,
for example, designers will work even more closely with
members of other disciplines; what is likely to change in
terms of the customer or buying experience, and what new
skills designers will need.

‘We were forced to
ask, what is missing
or holding the
consumer back?’

THE DOMINATION of online and social media platforms
has affected the interior designer’s role in delivering retail
environments. With retail heavyweights calling on the
government to introduce a tax on online sales to combat
the death of the high street, we were forced to ask, what is
missing or holding the consumer back?
It is not simply that people are moving from one form
of retail to another. At the end of 2018, the media was full
of reports of spending down on previous years, from both
online or physical stores. ASOS, which has a purely online
presence, reported low-profit warnings in December 2018,
while Primark, a recent client of Brinkworth, has
consumers continuing to venture out to the physical stores
to pick up a trolley-full of bargains that fit with its ‘amazing
fashion, amazing prices’ tagline. There is no online-store
fallback position and therefore no alternative but to travel.
So, what is the face of future retail, and what does the
existing audience now demand of it? At Brinkworth we
have been designing retail spaces for 28 years, and in
recent years we are definitely seeing a transience, following
a state of flux. In particular, the age of roll-outs as we knew
them seems to be over. Instead, retailers who engage with
us ask what can we add to make the retail experience or
customer journey a better one so that people will return
again and again.
Adam Brinkworth, the founder and CEO of Brinkworth,
has spent the past three years studying this exact question,
becoming the first person to gain a doctorate in retail
design. His thesis thoroughly examines recent changes and
explores future trends, including the emergence of retail in
what we call an activation retail environment, where a
space simultaneously facilitates retail, hospitality, brand
and product education and events.
When in 2018 we won a pitch to design ‘the store of the
future’ for the fashion retailer Browns, it had already found
a site in East London, Browns East. Browns had also recently
been bought by Farfetch, whose online platform for highend boutiques delivers purchases within 90 minutes,
something it wanted to replicate within a store experience.
The site Browns had signed up to had an events lease,
not retail. Rather than see this as a constraint, Browns
chose to use it to its advantage by developing a new retail
typology. Browns wanted the flexibility to launch and
reinvent on a weekly basis with the integration of all the
latest digital technology. The space and its flexible sculptural
furniture successfully combine these with an element of
surprise for the consumer, they can buy apparel, art and
coffee from a wholly ‘Instagrammable’, agile space.
This, then, is an activation retail environment in which
the consumer becomes an integral participant in the
activation, linking not only with the brand but also to the
consumer community that is the key to its locality and
cultural demographics. From this authentic seed, the
consumer is linked to the wider global community through
the online presence.
The future of retail design cannot be prescribed, but
it is clear that a contemporary retail store is no longer just
a space with product rails and shelves. It is a living and
evolving space that breathes vitality and activity into its
stores’ community, and communicates beyond its walls.
brinkworth.com
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Left Showrooms for speaker
manufacturer KEF, Hong
Hong, designed by Conran:
‘The design had to be about
getting people into the right
frame of mind to engage – it’s
like a members’ club, more
like going into a hospitality
environment than a store’

RETAIL is being reshaped and redefined; as buying habits
change, the role of shops and malls as places where goods
are stocked, put on show, sold and taken away looks
increasingly shaky. The cost of doing business on what’s
left of the high street, coupled with a dwindling inclination
among shoppers simply to shop, means that canny
retailers are looking for ways to use precious space wisely
and differently. Conran and Partners’ designs for Marks &
Spenser’s M&S Home stores is an example of one trend:
miniaturisation. This is not just the placing of convenience
stores such a Little Waitrose or Tesco Metro in local or
even ‘hyperlocal’ locations, but also designing retail spaces
to be more efficient and to reflect the effects of online
browsing and the home-delivery habit.
Miniaturisation is about reducing the amount of actual
stock in-store because fewer people are likely to take goods
away with them. You can save space or be more creative
with it by not having so much stock on the shelf, especially
with goods that people are going to have delivered anyway.
We’re pushing that idea with clients, helping them to make
their stores work harder at inspiring customers rather than
just stacking them high.
With fewer goods, though not necessarily narrower
choice, on offer, ‘exchange’ as defined by Adam Smith, is
giving way to experiences, engagement and entertainment,
freeing retailers to shift the emphasis from turnover to
footfall and linger time. You’re still in the game, but you’re
doing it in a smarter way.
Retailers now think less in terms of markets and more
about customer tribes and individuals, and retail itself is
getting less generic and more focused with design. In

Fusion drive
The shift from
transactional to
relational retailing
in the high street
is making
designers and
stores rethink
the way they
use space, says
Simon Kincaid,
(below) partner
at Conran and
Partners

hospitality design we cater for, say, Mr and Mrs Apple,
and retailers are doing much more of that too, thinking
specifically about the person or at least the narrower
group. Focused design is a display of confidence. In the
Nineties, retailing was about white boxes; now it’s about
having a strong identity and turning up the volume on
the immersive, lifestyle environment. So, if you go into
a well-being store, you’ll see natural materials and
planting, and it won’t be a token effort, it’ll be like you’re
in a greenhouse.
The shift from transactional to relational retailing
allows designers not only to think out of the box but also
to open other boxes and mash up the contents to create
fusion retail, a crossover with other forms of selling from
restaurants to real estate. The marketing suite for a block
of flats is a shop with a two-bedroom product, after all,
and you’re still designing to aspirations.
A case in point is the KEF showrooms in Hong Hong
designed by Conran. KEF is a speaker manufacturer with
a specialist audio product. So it’s quite a difficult thing to
retail because you’re buying the audio quality as well as
the physical aspect of it. The design had to be about getting
people into the right frame of mind to engage. Some
brands would go very techy and fast-paced, but our design
was about taking people away from day-to-day ‘noise’ and
focusing on a luxury product, with a welcoming, inclusive,
comfortable, lounge-style environment and surroundings
that include a collection of historic vinyl records and
pieces of art. It’s like a members’ club, with a library and
lounge space, and much more like going into a hospitality
environment than into a store. conranandpartners.com
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Right The flagship store for
Angels, a luxury childrenswear
brand in Dubai, by Barber
Design: jars of sweets and
video screens set into the
tables engage youthful
customers in a luxury,
open-plan seating area

‘Lack, both of vision
and investment, has
led to a lot of fat cats
destroying what were
the staple offers on
our high streets’

A RETAIL revolution – or re-volution, as I like to call it – is
happening in front of our eyes. Retail designers will need
to become more aware of other disciplines and collaborate
with a variety of other specialists to deliver engaging
environments. I say environments rather than retail
because who exactly knows what the retail future will
bring? I see a mix of experiential designers, lighting
designers, events specialists and 3D specialists
collaborating to bring exciting shopping solutions together.
We know that the internet revolution is taking sales
away from the tills of the traditional retailers. Convenience
is key and the brands that are disappearing from our high
streets probably deserve it. Lack, both of vision and
investment, has also led to a lot of fat cats destroying what
were the staple offers on our high streets. Dinosaurs die
out and nimble new retail beasts rise to the surface.
However, we have been working with several online
brands who now want to expand into physical spaces.
Their requirements are far different from traditional
retailers’ perception of shops. They see the physical spaces
as environments in which to express their brand
personality, engage with a customer and – wait for it – not
get worried about selling from.
Their typical aim is to enable customers to engage and
then go online to shop. I talk with many retailers who still
see their online and oﬄine businesses as separate cost
centres. Both need to support each other to drive one P&L
for a retail business. But showrooming will become ever
more relevant as more customers browse, touch and feel…
and then buy online. One of our client’s sales went up over
25 per cent online in each area we opened shops; retail
exposure drove incremental online sales.
As the re-volution takes hold, the visitor experience will
become paramount, with customers taking away a ‘brand
memory’ and becoming advocates of a brand. Invest in
your retail experience and customers will invest in you.

Prepare
to engage
Doug Barber
(pictured below),
founder of
London-based
multidisciplinary
agency Barber
Design, foresees
a transformation
of retail spaces
that will call for
new skills

Even better if they can ‘do good’ or help save the planet
with every purchase.
Well-designed products that enhance quality of life will
become more important. Throwaway items are becoming less
desirable. Quality and sustainability will become paramount
as part of a long-term shift away from consumerism to more
minimal and eco-friendly living. Service offers will become
related to lifestyle-enhancing shopping. In the near future
consumers will ask ‘what can this brand do for me, my
environment and the wider planet?’ Design has a huge role to
play in this global mind shift. We must design products that
enhance people’s lives and save the planet at the same time.
Technology has driven changing working habits.
People can connect from almost anywhere but while this
can increase productivity and efficiency, it can also create
isolation. Something similar has also been lost with
consumerism. Yet, we all crave a ‘real’ connection with
people and nature. Retail destinations that fulfil these
simple human desires will attract and engage shoppers.
Shopping centres will grow to become earthly destinations
that offer a wider experience than just physical shops.
Engagement centres might be a better term for these future
retail spaces. We need to create more places in which to
meet and engage with one another, have fun and try out
new products and experiences.
Besides the obvious 3D requirements, designers will
need to fully understand people’s needs. Designers will
have to keep updated with the changing customer habits
across all lifestyles to ensure that retail experiences are
matched with customer demands. Understanding the
psychology of shopping will become essential to allow
customers to fit in shopping requirements around their
other lifestyle choices. Designers must crack the total
mindset of customers’ lifestyles before they put their
digital-touch-pen to digital paper and create mindful
future shopping experiences. barberdesign.co.uk
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This image and below left
The ANWB Café, part of the
new multidimensional store
concept in the city centre
of Utrecht for Royal Dutch
Touring Club (ANWB)

Explore
possibilities
Maaike van
Rooden (pictured
below), senior
retail brand
consultant at
leading Dutch
consultant SVT
Branding &
Design Group,
explains how
a ‘skeleton and
skin’ design
enables realworld retailers to
keep refreshing
the customer
experience

RETAIL is a part of everyone’s lives. As retail designers,
it is our job to make shopping as engaging, convenient
and meaningful as possible. At SVT we believe retail is
therefore not so much about shops and shopping centres,
but more about the one-to-one relationships between
companies and real people. Retail design is not only about
how it looks and works, but also about intangible
interactions and experiences.
Ecommerce and globalisation are changing consumer
behaviour, putting tremendous pressure on traditional
retailers. But if retail has to reinvent itself, designers are
the ones to drive innovation. The growing demand for ease
of purchase means that customers expect to come to a
decision faster. Retail design can help with efficient and
clear layout and communication, enabling consumers to
recognise the service concept quickly and find what they
are looking for during their omnichannel journey.
Physical retail can learn from ecommerce, where heat
maps, A/B tests and continuous improvement are the
standard. Ecommerce thrives on our desire for
convenience, and so uses technology and client data to
evaluate the results of innovations. Physical stores too,
can be optimised continuously towards customer-centric
experiences and design. As well as store layout and
product range, the choice of store location becomes
important, based on factors such as local traffic.
Amazon 4-star, a new physical store where all products
are rated four stars and above on Amazon.com, is a great
example of smart retail. The assortment of goods in these
stores is purely based on client data gained from Amazon.
com: what customers are looking for, what is trending,
and client reviews and ratings. Collections are clearly
segmented, for example, ‘books to read once in a lifetime’
and customer reviews are positioned at shelf level to aid
decision-making. The benefits of online shopping, but
with instant fulfilment: you don’t have to wait for delivery.
People’s busy lives keep them in an always-on mode,
hungry for external impulses and entertainment to keep
themselves occupied. We believe that here lies a big
opportunity – or actually more of a task – for retailers.
Retail must create great experiences: to attract, surprise

and engage customers every time. To do so, retail concepts
must be flexible so that retailers can change and renew
store elements and create different dynamics. We call
this the ‘skeleton and skin’ principle: in our view a
contemporary retail store should contain a rather basic,
flexible system (the skeleton), enriched with inspirational
elements (the skin) that can be easily changed.
In our whitepaper, Towards Explorative Spaces,
Alexander Grit, Maaike de Jong and I introduced a new
sort of retail space: these have multidimensional retail
functions and are meeting points for kindred spirits,
leading to unexpected and memorable encounters.
Blurring the boundaries of retail is a current, well-known
concept, but this is just the beginning.
The Royal Dutch Touring Club (ANWB) is one of the
largest brands in the Netherlands supporting all modes
of travel. It wanted to expand by attracting younger
consumers. While its stores are on the periphery of cities or
in smaller towns, we developed a new, multidimensional
store concept in the centre of Utrecht, close to the
boutiques, bars and cafes popular among the target group.
In addition to ANWB’s regular store offering – its clothing,
and mobility and travel services – we designed the ANWB
Café and new services such as themed workshops and
in-store digital experiences. The workshops have been fully
booked since the store opening, and the cafe is popular for
meeting, working and relaxing.
In addition to convenience and experience, brand
personality and authenticity is key to standing out in the
competitive retail market. Brand stories should be true and
unique, and it is essential that they will resonate with your
target group. Needs and desires may differ with each sort
of purchase and type of retailer, and underlying standards
and values vary from generation to generation. The
honesty of brands, sustainability and being part of society
is particularly important to Millennials and Gen Z. They
identify themselves with brands that comply with these
values – often local and craft companies.
Retail has become complex. The retail formula is the
cumulative effect of all customer touchpoints; more and
more, designers must be able to unravel this complexity,
analyse functions and design each element individually,
yet consistently and coherently, to create a strong,
recognisable brand. So at SVT we work in multidisciplinary
teams and in close cooperation with our client to perfectly
understand their brand, business and processes. Retail
designers need to understand their field of expertise in
depth, and at the same time able to communicate with
other disciplines. They need the ability to act as a sparring
partner for the retailer and to explain why certain design
decisions will lead to success, ROI and customer
happiness. Not an easy task, but in my and my colleagues’
opinions, the best job there is. Every day we strive to
improve how people shop and spend their time.
svtbrandingdesign.com
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Can reviving
the past help
revive bricks
and mortar
retail?

‘Coal Drops Yard is 		
a place to stumble
upon something new,
to meet with the
unexpected. A place
where art, commerce
and culture come
together. There are
stores here that you
know (but perhaps
not as you know
them), and stores that
you don’t. What unites
is that they offer an
experience that’s out
of the ordinary, that
goes beyond being
a place to buy’
Coal Drops Yard website

THERE is something charmless about the average shopping
centre. From a design point of view there has been a
concerted effort to juje up the concept in the past couple of
decades – opening up structures to increase natural light,
modernise interiors, and introduce dynamic lighting and
other crowd-pleasers – but the design banality is often
barely disguised. Neverthless its convenience and clement
conditions whatever the weather still ensure a viable
footfall despite the frequently formulaic environment.
Meanwhile, the high street withers in the face of high
overheads, limited parking (often not aided by council
intransigence), relative inconvenience and the universal
onslaught of online competition.
If modern mall design is shaped by bottom lines and
traditional tropes (giant suspended light rings et al), the
converted historic building at least has a characterful
headstart. The transformation of St Pancras and the
architecturally sympathetic integration of its outlets was
so far from the model that has epitomised the average
station retail offer that it was a revelation.
Coal Drops Yard is next door, part of Europe’s largest
regeneration project at King’s Cross. Once again the
sensitivity to the original structure is central to the success
of the project, a masterclass from Heatherwick Studio in
how to repurpose history for the 21st century. The integrity
of the Victorian brick building shines through but is made
more elegant by the addition of the roof structure. It rises
up from both sides, kissing in the middle. It appears
seamless and right, as if the building has evolved its
form rather than having modernity grafted upon it.
Not an easy one, however, when dealing with the
grittiest of industrial structures. As Thomas Heatherwick
has observed, ‘These amazing Victorian structures were
never originally built to be inhabited by hundreds of
people, but instead formed part of the sealed-off
infrastructure of London.’
The biggest single challenge was making the existing
buildings suitable for human use and occupation, says
project leader Tamsin Green of Heatherwick Studio, which
has been based in King’s Cross for 18 years. ‘The buildings
were designed as machines for receiving and distributing
coal. As such the internal levels were built to accommodate
train heights at high level, and horse and cart access at low
level. Coupled with this, the central space between the
buildings sits at a sunken yard level, invisible from the
majority of the surrounding context. How would people
know that there was something worth exploring beyond
the long masonry facades of the existing buildings?’
It was not only the biggest challenge but also the key
to making the buildings work as a retail environment.

‘Circulation and ease of navigation are essential to the
making of a successful retail place,’ says Green. ‘This is
something we learned from other retail projects that the
studio has worked on, such as Pacific Place in Hong Kong.’
The first step was to examine how the internal and
external levels could be adjusted to make the shops
accessible from the public realm. The building is divided
into 6m-wide structural bays, the proportions of which lent
themselves well to smaller retail units. ‘We complemented
these with larger “anchor” stores at the ends of the
buildings that could retain the existing floor levels,
navigated through internal vertical circulation,’ says Green.
The team then introduced a series of bridge links,
stair and lift connections in the public realm. These were
coupled with frequent routes through the existing
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buildings to stitch together the neighbouring urban areas
such as Cubitt Square, the Regent’s Canal Tow Path and
Stable Street. ‘These connections make the site very porous
and ease the passing from one space or level to another,’
says Green.
While any heritage structure needs to be respected,
there is a danger of pussy-footing around it. To function as
a modern building it has to be a hybrid of the best of past
and present. ‘Our approach has been to be honest about
what is existing and what is new,’ says Green. ‘And to treat
each phase of the building’s history as of equal importance,
rather than being too nostalgic about the early Victorian
days. The subsequent warehousing and nightclub days
have each left their mark on the buildings, adding to the
character and story of the place. The existing context is
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‘The hope is that Coal
Drops Yard will offer a
fresh perspective on
what retail can afford
and offer’

such a place. But on their own we did not feel that the
existing buildings would have created the draw of a retail
destination that Argent had envisaged at the heart of its
King’s Cross development.’
In terms of both scale, unity and drama, there needed
to be a more radical design intervention, she says: ‘We felt
that the site needed a more ambitious adaptation of use.
One that would create a focus to the site and a public
gathering space at the centre that was about more than
just shopping.’
‘This is where the genesis for the new roof came from,’
she continues, ‘a peeling of the existing roofscape as a way

HUFTON+CROW

complemented by new, high-quality materials and details
for the new shopfront and public circulation elements.’
And while the historical, industrial aspects of the site
imbued the development with character and interest, it
wasn’t sufficient to create the necessary pull for a retail
destination, says Green. ‘People don’t need to go to
physical places to shop any more, you can buy most things
from the comfort of your own home. To coax people out to
retail places you need to be offering them more than just
shops – there needs to be a human experience. The
richness in materiality and narrative of the existing Coal
Drops site was a great starting point from which to create

COAL DROPS YARD comprises two
heritage rail buildings from the 1850s
that now form a new shopping
district with close to 60 units, fully
opening up the site to the public for
the first time.
The pair of elongated Victorian
coal drops were built to receive coal
from northern England for distribution
around London by barge and cart.
Over the years the ornate cast-iron

and brick structures had become
partially derelict, serving light
industry, becoming warehousing and
nightclubs, before being partially
abandoned in the 1990s.
'The challenge was to transform
the dilapidated buildings and the
long, angular site into a lively retail
district where the public could gather
and circulate,’ says Heatherwick.
The design extends the inner

gabled roofs of the warehouses to
link the two viaducts and define the
yard, as well as making circulation
more fluid. The flowing roofs,
supported by an entirely new and
highly technical freestanding
structure interlaced within the
heritage fabric, rise up and stretch
towards each other until they touch.
This introduces a completely new
floating upper storey, a large covered

outdoor space and a central focus
for the entire site.
The scheme creates 9,300 sq m of
new retail area, as well as significant
public space. The units vary in size
(ranging from 15 sq m through to more
than 1,900 sq m), accommodating a
wide range of established – Cos,
Fred Perry, Paul Smith, Tom Dixon –
and emerging brands, alongside new
restaurants, bars and cafes.
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of working with the existing buildings to pull the site
together. The new roof creates a third level to the central
public space, enhancing its theatricality and increasing
the critical mass of the retail offer.’
Blending ‘art, commerce and culture’, clearly Coal
Drops Yard fits into a very metropolitan mould, with a
trendy, well-heeled youthful demographic. And by
definition, there is a finite number of historic buildings
suitable for repurposing as retail centres. But in a highly
competitive retail arena such as London it does offer
lessons in providing the unique experience that
sophisticated consumers crave.

‘In a large city like London we are spoilt for choice, so
having the opportunity to rethink the traditional shopping
experience was a thrilling challenge,’ says Green. ‘During
the design process we looked to other successful retail
quarters in London like Covent Garden and the Brunswick
Centre. We knew we couldn’t simply emulate these, that
Coal Drops Yard had to have its own distinctive character
and feel.
‘With retail going through a particularly difficult time
at the moment, especially that on the high street, the hope
is that Coal Drops Yard will offer a fresh perspective on
what retail can afford and offer.’

A bold front
78-92 Great
Portland Street

AT THE less gritty end of the
historic-building spectrum, London’s
Great Portland Street in Fitzrovia was
built in the 1700s as part of the Duke
of Portland’s Estate. A typically
eclectic mix of buildings, it mingles
Victorian, Georgian and modern
architecture.
In a recent mixed-use
development by Lifschutz Davidson
Sandilands, the ad hoc collection
of seven buildings at 78-92 Great
Portland Street were transformed
into new retail outlets, together with
modern residences and office space.
‘It provides an interesting example
in the light of the Great British High
Street campaign and ongoing
reports of how high streets need to
evolve to compete with online retail,’
says LDS, which has been involved
with Foyles, Bonhams, Harvey
Nichols, Sainsbury’s and Liberty
among many other retail schemes.
In order to reinvigorate the
stretch and to increase the appeal
of the historical facades the exercise
even involved incorporating an
entire frontage moved from the
neighbouring district of Soho.
At street level, the seven new
independent retail outlets include The
Whisky Exchange, luxury nail salon
Townhouse and Japanese fashion
brand Clutch Cafe (a spin-off of the
Japanese men’s fashion magazine).
Ironically the original brief didn’t
seek to exploit the character of the
buildings. ‘Interestingly our initial
brief was to deliver new white box
space to appeal to the broadest
range of retailers,’ says LDS associate
director James Parkin. ‘However,
as the project developed and the
brief evolved to reflect the client’s
eagerness to promote small
independents in this area, we realised
that celebrating the heritage of the
existing buildings and the history of
past uses was a huge asset.’
In London’s shouty, highly
competitive retail environment, it
was an advantage to create a strong
personality for the development, says
Parkin. ‘Utilising the existing, quirky

and unique nature of the historic
fabric enhances the physical retail
experience and acts as an aid in brand
building – providing an identity
which can then be translated online.
‘It works as a counterpoint to
Oxford Street’s international big box
retail [...] the ripple effect moving
through Soho and Fitzrovia allows
independents to flourish in interesting
found spaces[...] they benefit from
the increased footfall via the
improving east end of Oxford Street.’
Among the architectural
interventions, existing pavement
lights were reintroduced and new
ones opened up to bring natural light
into basement areas. These are
artificially lit at night to increase the

prominence of the store on the
street. A characterless 1980s
shopfront was replaced with a
heritage frontage from Soho. The
highly modelled, period timber and
masonry shopfront required careful
dismantling, restoration and
refurbishment before reassembling
in its new location. The move not
only increased its character but also
flooded the space with natural light.
'The use of a heritage structure
can lend a sense of establishment
to a new independent retailer,’ says
Parkin. The 'as found’ condition
creates a unique canvas. In this
instance, buildings that were once
car parks or office receptions, car
showrooms and so on are now shops.

‘As a practice we are committed
to a long-life, loose fit approach, and
this capability of the existing to
redefine itself to a contemporary
context, while not by any stretch a
revolutionary concept, is nonetheless
very important to our streetscape,
not to mention carbon consumption.’
Such design strategies are vital
to the continuation of the high
street, says Parkin. ‘The survival
of bricks and mortar retail relies on
the physical experience. Design is
fundamental to this. While physical
sales might not meet online sales,
the brands need a literal ‘shopfront’.
A carefully curated high street, with
interesting offers, goes a long way
to achieving this.’
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‘Of every project I
design, people should
always remember
one thing. That’s why
every time you go
into a boutique I
created, you will find
one element which
is iconic’
Gwenael Nicolas

‘INTERIOR design isn’t really about which wallpaper you use

ALESSANDRA CHEMOLLO

Project
Versace,
Miami

AboveVersace’s new Miami
store at Bal Harbour, by
Tokyo-based practice
Curiosity

or what the finishes are,’ Gwenael Nicolas told the Business
of Fashion in a 2014 interview. ‘What it is, above all, is a
choreography. It’s about how people move in a space,
what they do.’ His Tokyo-based practice Curiosity covers
the design gamut from products and furniture through to
graphics and architecture, but he has become particularly
known for creating retail spaces for top luxury brands:
Fendi, Louis Vuitton, Dolce & Gabana and now Versace.
Versace’s new concept store is in Miami’s luxury
shopping destination at Bal Harbour. The Nicolas hallmarks
are all there: the powerful use of light (and shadow),
simple but striking geometry and the sense of a journey.
‘The store is a journey to discover or rediscover the icons of
the brand from a different perspective, which surprises the
visitor through new and dynamic elements,’ says Nicolas.
The black-and-white patterned facade is designed to
catch the eye and is a cool contrast to the warmth of the
predominantly gold and white – with more than a touch of
Versace bling – interior. The series of spotlights housed in
the ceiling grid structure allows light to play both on its
gold finish and highly reflective vertical surfaces. As it falls
on the white walls, especially in the shoe salon at the far
end of the space, it suggests sunlight through trees. ‘The
ceiling, a delicate golden structure, runs through the space:
the light shines from and with it and creates a visual effect,’
says Nicolas.
‘Shadows, reflections and sparks become the texture

and substance,’ he adds. ‘Dimmable LED light makes the
ceiling a seamless lighting feature as if the sun was shining
through. Lighting is the main material in the space.’
The store is designed to flow, guiding the visitor
through the typically asymmetric, lozenge-shaped interior.
The shoe salon is demarcated by a series of highly
reflective vertical bronze elements, taking the customer
into a contrasting cooler, blue space. ‘The different
material of the space fuses together through a controlled
shadow projected on the walls,’ says Nicolas.
Photographed as an empty space, it is difficult to judge
how the often vibrantly coloured Versace fashion items will
play against the backcloth. But the product is always Nicolas’s
key concern even in a such an opulent environment. He
describes his approach as ‘textured minimalism’.
‘The hypergraphical items of the brand like T-shirts
and scarves will stand out with a floating frame in front
of subtle textured walls,’ he says. ‘The display is designed
carefully with a limited palette of selected materials to
bring attention to the products.’
The spotlight is always on the merchandise, says Nicolas,
who carefully layers and arranges focal points throughout
the space. It is a highly orchestrated composition. ‘The
point is not for people to be attracted by the space,
because the space is wrapped around you,’ he told the
magazine. ‘But as you progress through the store, your
eyes capture details as if they were pixels, and you...build
to an image of the brand by seeing different products.’
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THE WINNER of this year’s FX Awards’ retail category,
The Sanctuary in Boston, Massachusetts, is the third
collaboration between Adidas and streetwear brand
Concepts, known for its collaborations with brands such
as Nike, Dr Martens and Birkenstock.
The name says it all. This is where consumers are
encouraged as much to venerate the brand as buy it.
‘It’s more than a store,’ says Martin Leblanc, senior partner
at Sid Lee Architecture. ‘It’s a place of worship, where fans
can gather and revere the gear.’
The 112 sq m space has a discreet basement location
in Newbury Street, one of Boston’s oldest commercial
thoroughfares. The dichotomy of the location is reflected
in the design, says Leblanc. ‘It’s on Newbury, a posh street
and district, but it’s below, almost underground. We
wanted to ensure that the Boston spirit and tension
permeate the space. The chosen content, materials, and
location pay homage to the city’s palpable and cultural
contrasts – raw meets refined; edgy meets polished.’
As with a conventional place of worship, this temple
to consumerism is designed to create a sense of discovery and
inspiration, using a series of modular thresholds in what is
essentially one long, corridor-like space. ‘Fans descend
through the liberation tunnel chamber, walk and pause
through a field of discoveries, and in temple-like fashion,
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Above Adidas and streetwear
brand Concepts’ Boston
store, The Sanctuary, by 		
Sid Lee Architecture, winner
of this year’s FX Awards’
retail category

finally arrive at the space of celebration,’ says Leblanc.
The journey begins with patterned metal doors, specially
designed by Sid Lee to suggest the interlocking of the Adidas
and Concepts brands. Minimal design, monochromatic tones
and raw materials are used to throw all the emphasis on the
merchandise. The products are displayed and supported
by discreet metal fasteners allowing the sharply highlighted
shoes to apparently float on the brick and concrete walls.
Light, reflective surfaces and sheet-glass arches create
pockets of discovery, while glass and mirror sculptures
present the merchandise from unusual angles playing with
traditional perceptions. These include special interactive
mirror boxes designed by artist Jordan Soderberg Mills,
who has exhibited at the V&A and London Design Festival
among others, but never before in a retail space.
An interactive, projection mapping display helps tell the
story of featured products, from new releases to ‘archival’
footwear including collaborations with designers such as
Raf Simons, Rick Owens, Stella McCartney and Kolor.
‘The products are presented like museum pieces...’ said
the judges of Montreal’s Grand Prix du Design, which also
gave the outlet an award. ‘The designers have introduced
a seduction strategy that is entirely appropriate in the
context, emphasising exclusive shoe designs that
contribute to the unique experience of the place.’

